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In an event to mark MAB50 and International Day for Biological Diversity, the UNESCO Forum on ‘Living together on Earth’

UNESCO Mobilisation session for MAB50

Newsletter n°1 from EuroMAB Youth about activities in ENA, launched at the occasion of MAB50

2nd Virtual IberoMAB Youth Forum took place, marking MAB50

Photo exhibition in Chapultepec Park, Mexico City, to mark MAB50 and Mexico’s 44 BRs

Mata Atlantica BR holds week of virtual conferences and discussion to mark MAB50

Radio 5 interview with Secretary of the Spanish MAB National Committee

Brochure on MAB50 and Spanish biosphere reserves (Castillan, Catalan, Euskera and Gallego)

The Young Nature Blogger Competition 2021 (2nd edition) brings together four UK and Ireland BRs to mark MAB50, with

Published interview on MAB50 and CBD30% target with Dr Roser Maneja, Dr Martí Boada and Dr Miguel Clüsener-Godt.

15 July to 5 September 2021

Commemorative MAB50 article in Quercus journal

Tri-BR Webinar Series to mark MAB50: Webinar 4 Marine Mammals, hosted by Dublin Bay BR

Presentation of electric mobility in Spanish BRs with Volkswagen

Interviews with Yannick Louche, President of the Hautes Vallées Cévenoles Syndicat, and Benoît Roussel, Mayor of Arques,

4-day meetings to discuss activities of Rwanda MAB Youth Network and to mark MAB50

Webinar and webinar on ‘MAB50 and the SDGs: how to measure, improve and report on nature’s contributions to people’

‘Imagine the future’: an international movement to celebrate MAB50 and the 50th anniversary of the World Environment Day

‘Remembering MAB: Bio-Diversity for a Sustainable Future’ – a series of regional and thematic activities

UNESCO MAB 50th anniversary: a photo exhibition on the website of UNESCO Man and Biosphere Programme (Spanish version)

International MAB50 book: From science to action: MAB’s role in the sustainable development of the planet (50 years of science and action for the sustainable development of the planet)
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